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Similar shapes gcse questions and answers

FreeThis carefully selected collection of exam questions has fully worked solutions designed for students to spend at home, saving valuable time in class. Click  tes.com/../Exam question practice... to download question collections for more than 50 more topics. I usually print these questions as an A5
brochure and issue them in class or give them as a duty. I also make them available to a student who wants to do an independent study focused on a subject. --  If you like this resource, please rate it and/or leave a comment . If the speed resource button on this page does not work, go to your ratings
page by clicking here tes.com/.../rate-resources... Read moreFreeReport a problem August 29, 2019 corbettmaths Level 6-7 The first step for any question in a similar way will often be to find the scale factor. To do this we must find two corresponding dimensions. For the following example we will use
lengths. (You can also use the surface area and volume, these are ONLY HIGHER) Example: A and B are mathematically similar forms. Find the scale factor of the A in the B. First we have to find two corresponding lengths. We can see that the base of A = 2 cm and B = 5 cm. To calculate the scale factor
we divide the largest by the smallest: 5 \div 2 = Scale Factor 2.5 = 2.5 Note: Once found the scale factor can be used to find the missing lengths. (SUPERIOR ONLY) We can further expand the idea of similarity to include areas and volumes. You can use the following table to find the corresponding
measurement in a mathematically similar way. It multiplies by finding the measurement in a larger shape and dividing it for a smaller shape. See the examples below. Forms A and B are mathematically similar. Find the missing side length marked x. [2 marks] First, we need to calculate the scale factor. To
do this, we divide the base of form B by the equivalent side length in shape \textcolor{blue}{\text{Scale factor }}=15\div5=\textcolor{blue}{3} Now we have that the scale factor is \textcolor{blue}{3}, all we need to do to find x is multiplied \textcolor{blue}{3} by the corresponding side length in the smallest



shape. So we get x=\textcolor{blue}{3}\times3=9 x=9cm A and B are mathematically similar shapes. Work the area of form A. [3 marks] First, we will determine the scale factor that relates the side lengths, dividing the largest by the SF =28\div7=\textcolor{red}{4}. Now, if the scale factor for side lengths is
\textcolor{red}{4}, this means that the area scale factor is: SF_A=\textcolor{red}{4}^2=\textcolor{blue}{16} Therefore, to find the area of the smallest shape, we need to split the area in the largest shape by the area scale factor: 16. By doing so, we get \text{Area of A }=320\div\textcolor{blue}{16}=20 \text{
cm}^2 A and B are shapes Similar. Shape volume A = 600\text{cm}^3 Scales the volume of form B. [3 marks] First, we will determine the scale factor that relates the side lengths, dividing the largest the smallest SF=22\div11=\textcolor{red}{2}. Now, if the scale factor for side lengths is \textcolor{red}{4},
this means that the scale factor for volumes is: SF_V=\textcolor{red}{2}^3=\textcolor{blue}{8} We know the volume of form A and the volume scale factor = \textcolor{blue}{8}. So we need to multiply the volume of A by SF_V, Volume of B = 600 \times \textcolor{blue}{8} = 4800\text{cm}^3 a) To solve the
scale factor, SF, we need to split the given sidelength into the largest shape by the corresponding side of the smaller shape. When doing so, we get SF= 5\div2 = 2.5 then to find x, we need to multiply this value by the corresponding side length in the smallest shape. Therefore, we get
x=2.5\times3=7.5\text{cm} b) To find the scale factor for the areas, SF_A, we need to square the known scale factor: SF_A = 2.5 ^2 = 6.25 Now, to get the area of the largest shape, we need to multiply the area of the smallest by this scale factor. By doing so, we get \text{Area of
Q}=6\times6.25=37.5\text{cm}^2 a) To solve the scale factor, SF, we need to split the given side length into the largest shape by the corresponding side of the smaller shape. By doing so, we get SF = 42\div14 = 3 b) Now we have the scale factor, we can apply it to the length corresponding to AC which is
DF. Therefore, we find that, \text{AC} =51\div3=17 \text{cm} a) To find out the scale factor, SF, we need to split the given sidelength into the largest shape by the corresponding side of the smaller shape. By doing so, we get, SF = 6\div3 = 2 b) Now we have the scale factor, we can apply it to the length
corresponding to SER which is BC. Therefore, we find that, \text{AC} =4.4\times2=8.8 \text{cm} If the scale factor is 3 then the surface area is, 3^2=9 9 times larger as shown by the above calculation. So we get \text{SA larger sphere : smaller sphere SA} = 9 : 1 To solve the scale factor, SF, we need to
split the given side length into the larger shape by the corresponding side of the smaller shape. However, in this case we are not given two corresponding faces. Instead, we can set an unknown length BE, such as x and form the equation, \dfrac{x}{5}=\dfrac{25}{x} Reorganization to find, x^2=125 x=
\sqrt{125} Now we have two corresponding faces that we can use to find the scale factor, SF=\dfrac{25}{sq\sqrt{125}} Try a review card on this topic. Similar Forms [Solutions] [Solutions]
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